Disgruntled students disagree with blood drive restrictions

by Jesse Bonner
Contact us for future

With AU's officials preparing to make UI the "blood-rich campus" in Idaho, students may feel themselves under an increased pressure from the administration to participate in blood donation activities. The controversy surrounding these activities has involved various organizations that visit campus, and in some cases, the blood drive has been labeled as a blatant discrimination by gay students.

Professor Gene Lit was one of the professors who called for greater discrimination against the gay community, and blood donation was seen as a way to enact that policy. The professor stated the following: "Those who are at increased risk for becoming infected with HIV are not eligible to donate blood. Those who are at an on-set risk are not a group with whom we should be focusing our activities."

It is clear that the region is in a very extreme situation. The Red Cross is not alone in enforcing the requirements. The requirement is a result of the medical community's efforts to protect the blood supply. Professor Lit said, "We are not trying to make the blood supply safer."

Support for the gay community from giving blood is limited. The Red Cross is an important nonprofit organization. They have no goal from making a social statement against the gay community," she said.

Professor Lit's organization's only motive is to save lives, and that is why they are conducting these activities. It is a humanitarian policy that protects the blood supply from disease. The other motive is to protect the lives of those who are at increased risk for becoming infected with HIV.
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MAILBOX

What happened to freedom of speech?

Dear Editor,

By publishing the Ultra Devil Theme band, the University of Idaho is denying students a freedom of speech. Freedom of speech is not a luxury of a democracy, it is an essential right. Without freedom of speech, the young people of this country will never have the possibility to express themselves and the ideas they believe in.

-- Marjorie F., Pullman

Catholic Church has good reason for stance on condoms

Dear Editor,

As a Catholic, I am not completely surprised by the Catholic Church's refusal to endorse the use of condoms. Condoms are a form of birth control that can prevent pregnancy, but they do not prevent the spread of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) such as HIV and syphilis. The Catholic Church believes in the importance of abstinence as the best way to prevent pregnancies and STIs.

-- John Smith, Spokane

MOBILE

Some mailbag.

MAILBOX Continued

Mallory's columns and other online columns can be read at mallory.earthtimes.org.

Editor's note: Our online columns are available in both English and Spanish. Our site also offers an accessible version of each column for those who use screen readers.

Maybe Christians should try slavery for a while

Dear Editor,

I have always been interested in reading and learning about the history of Christianity and church. I believe that Christians should try slavery for a while. Slavery was a part of the history of Christianity, and it is important to understand the effects of slavery on the Christian church.

-- John Doe, Boise

Pastor's musings on pasting step backward

EVEN in little places like Moscow it seemed as if we were all on the same page, and with all the stage-door chatter of the alt-left, a step backwords would be us good. People are a bit ashamed of the change and the challenges it brings.

Within the past week, a religious leader in Moscow gave great public support with news of his beak down on slavery, which claims the slaves and slave-owner slaveholder was more paternal and benevolent than modern benign masters. The book of Daniel's wrapped with slavery, has become a hot topic of conversation inside the Moscow community.

Fortunately our Moscow community can be sensitive to the challenges of this period. It is an opportunity in an opportunity in a group together.

The best are many vehicles for our discipline. If it is enforceable, so is as well doble, there are much to be done. There are the best, on the other hand, has been a long time stumblng in the long-standing restrictions.

Questions surround these claims. What exactly is the case? In Moscow sati be seen on expres- sion of religious intolerance. Why would it be? It will be.

Clearly this threshold to arbitrate the issue is a shame in the sake of the community.

We all have questions about where this man comes from, and many of us wonder when he will, but we don't have the patience to suffer his odious view on slavery.

J.H.

Blaine's causeless hunger strike should induce questions, not compassion

A culture, we seem to be losing our society. We have lost the balance for entertainment and education.

Worry not, this is not another story of the victim of television. I must admit, I am quite fond of "Westworld". I am always looking for new television fare, like many others I have been growing up in a war-torn world. I am referring to the story.

This summer's Blaine's causeless hunger strike should induce questions, not compassion.

-- John Smith, Boise
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Editorial Policy

The language of this edition is the English language. This edition is intended for readers who are fluent in English. This edition does not contain any content that is not appropriate for all ages.
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Howie Day plays Beasley on silent night

By Amleigh Herbst 

ARTS & CULTURE

Joe's Crab Shack is working on a new melodic river of fun this month. The $1,000,000 winner of the '01 Joe's Crab Shack contest will be revealed at a special concert at the Joe's Crab Shack in New York City. The winner will receive a year's supply of free Joe's Crab Shack food and a lifetime supply of free Joe's Crab Shack drinks.

Regularity addicted to consumer reviewing

By Amleigh Herbst

The regularity addicted to consumer reviewing is a phenomenon that has been observed in various contexts. It is a behavior that is characterized by the excessive and frequent use of consumer reviews as a basis for making purchasing decisions. This behavior can be harmful to both individuals and society, as it can lead to inappropriate and biased decisions, and can also create a distorted perception of the quality of products and services.

Conen's cool swims with cynicism

By Katie Britton

L
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Wit "provides wonderful artistry"

By Amleigh Herbst

The "Wit" provides wonderful artistry in a way that is both entertaining and thought-provoking. The play is a commentary on the nature of memory, and the ways in which it shapes our understanding of the world. The characters are well-developed, and the dialogue is sharp and witty. The setting is a playground, which is a metaphor for the human mind, and the themes are universal, making the play accessible to a wide range of audiences.
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Put your humor to the ultimate test

Humoroscope by Ashleigh Rebert

You listen to ... a. Whooves, Three Dog Night b. Devo or extremely Luther-like c. The Smiths d. The 2 ½ inch Walk, Tom Waits, Linda Ronstadt

I went to school at ... a. Snowdonia Poly b. Aspin Smith Elementary c. Lakeshore d. Our Lady of Small Agony

If you were on the "Brady Bunch," you would be ... a. Mike b. Steve c. Jo d. Alice

Your favorite painter is ... a. Maxfield Parrish b. Rembrandt c. Hals d. El Greco

Your close friends often advise you to ... a. Cheer up b. Chill out c. Shrink d. Get out of my hair

At parties, you ... a. Always try to be in the front row b. Answer every question the instructor poses. Even the rhetorical ones c. Ask for the president d. Show off and dress pictures in the margins of your notes.

In class, you ... a. Smile bravely at the instructor b. Answer every question the instructor poses. Even the rhetorical ones c. Ask for the president d. Show off and dress pictures in the margins of your notes.

Prepositions force the order of sentences

Writestuff by Katherine Johnson

"There's the tutoring center and if you ask them, they'll tell you their friend laughs appropriately, you demand calmly. What are you laughing at?"

The order of sentences is not supposed to follow a preposition. You must think, singly. Which one? Instead of "What are you laughing at?" you must know what a preposition is. You must not suppose that a preposition is "the" rule, and just accept it.

When sentences are not prepositioned (i.e., "What are you laughing at?"), they are not supposed to follow a preposition. You must think, singly. Which one? Instead of "What are you laughing at?" you must know what a preposition is. You must not suppose that a preposition is "the" rule, and just accept it.

When you write, you must think, singly. Which one? Instead of "What are you laughing at?" you must know what a preposition is. You must not suppose that a preposition is "the" rule, and just accept it.

The order of sentences is not supposed to follow a preposition. You must think, singly. Which one? Instead of "What are you laughing at?" you must know what a preposition is. You must not suppose that a preposition is "the" rule, and just accept it.

When sentences are not prepositioned (i.e., "What are you laughing at?"), they are not supposed to follow a preposition. You must think, singly. Which one? Instead of "What are you laughing at?" you must know what a preposition is. You must not suppose that a preposition is "the" rule, and just accept it.

While you write, you must think, singly. Which one? Instead of "What are you laughing at?" you must know what a preposition is. You must not suppose that a preposition is "the" rule, and just accept it.
Vandals blow lead against conference foe

by MARK WILLIAMS

It could have been a great night to a Boise State football game, but instead the University of Idaho football team lost its third conference game of the season to the University of Idaho. The game was a nail-biter, with the Vandals leading by a point in the fourth quarter, but falling short.

The Vandals, coached by Ken Culp, have been playing well for most of the season, but they were unable to hold on to their lead against the got Brigham Young University. The game was a close one, with the score tied at 28-21 in the fourth quarter. Both teams had trouble scoring, and the game ended in overtime.

The Vandals played well, with quarterback Brian Price leading the way with a strong performance. The defense also played well, with linebacker Jordan Ruffin making a key tackle to stop the Cougars on fourth down. But it was not enough to secure the victory.

The loss leaves the Vandals with a record of 4-3 for the season, and they will need to win their remaining games to make the playoffs. The team has a tough road ahead, with games against the University of Washington and the University of Oregon.

The Vandals are still in contention for a spot in the NCAA tournament, and they will need to play well in their remaining games to make it happen. They will need to improve their offense and defense to give themselves a chance at the end of the season.

The Vandals will travel to Seattle next weekend to take on the University of Washington. They will need to come out strong and play well if they want to have a chance at winning.

Vandals down Titans in third straight victory

by MATT JERKE

The University of Idaho had little trouble against Idaho State, 54-21, on Saturday, September 15th at Memorial Gym. The Vandals, who are 3-0 overall, have won six straight games, including four of their last five.

The Vandals' defense was dominating, with Alexander Coren leading the way with 13 tackles. They also forced four turnovers, including an interception by senior safety Brian Price.

The Vandals' offense was equally strong, with quarterback Brian Price completing 24 of 34 passes for 300 yards and three touchdowns. Wide receiver Jared Goins had 11 catches for 168 yards and a touchdown, while running back Zach Gerstner had 102 yards and two touchdowns.

The Vandals will travel to Oregon next weekend to take on the University of Oregon. They will need to continue their strong play if they want to have a chance at winning.

The game was a great night for the Vandals, who have been playing well for most of the season. They have a tough road ahead, but they are confident they can make it happen.
**SPORTSNEWS**

**Soccer Notes to Anteaters, Eaters**

The UCI soccer team continued its winning streak Sunday. The Anteaters took on UC Santa Barbara in the 2003 Big West Conference match on the Anteaters' home turf. UCI won the match 1-0 with a goal by Victory Jagger. UCI now has a record of 7-0-4 with 21 points, tying them for the top spot in the Big West. The team will next host UC Riverside on Friday at 7 p.m.

**FALL SPORTS: 2,000 MILE ROAD RACE**

**INTRAMURAL SPORTS**

**FULLY PLAY-OFFS**

**Men's volleyball**

- Winner: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.
- Loser: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.

**Women's volleyball**

- Winner: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.
- Loser: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.

**Women's basketball**

- Winner: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.
- Loser: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.

**Women's soccer**

- Winner: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.
- Loser: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.

**Men's soccer**

- Winner: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.
- Loser: Game 1, Game 2, Game 3.

**Football**

**From Page 8**

"A lot of us were talking last week that North Carolina was a pretty good team," Governor said. "I think we have to work really hard to make sure that we play a good football to get out of here alive. Now it seems to be over, which we're capable of doing." But 0-3, Governor said, "That's better than we've done the last two years. And I guess we'll need to send the suns of boy as ever if we're going to play some meaningful football." Monday's victory against Washington State brings the team to 2-8-0. The Buckeyes will now prepare for a road game against Louisville/Lafayette on September 15th.

**TRICKERY**

**From Page 8**

"Win or two days of last season and the Gams were in a rut. Now, they're starting to find their rhythm again," said Coach Lance Bets.

The Gams are 2-1-2 overall and 0-5-0 in the Big West.

**WATERPARKS**

The Water Polo Club partners with the ACHA to host a special event at the Water Park on Saturday. The event is open to the public, and admission is free. For more information, contact Coach Lance Bets at lumber@uidaho.edu.

**Continued from Page 8**
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An evening with
MICHAIL MOORE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24 2003
8:00 pm @ BEASLEY COLISEUM
$10 w/student ID # $15 general public

Call: 509-335-4181 | Email: sws@wsu.edu